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Biodiversity is sustained by and is essential to the services that ecosystems

provide. Different species would use these services in different ways, or

adaptive strategies, which are sustained in time by continuous innovations.

Using this framework, we postulate a model for a biological species (Homo
sapiens) in a finite world where innovations, aimed at increasing the flux of

ecosystem services (a measure of habitat quality), increase with population

size, and have positive effects on the generation of new innovations (positive

feedback) as well as costs in terms of negatively affecting the provision of

ecosystem services. We applied this model to human populations, where

technological innovations are driven by cumulative cultural evolution.

Our model shows that depending on the net impact of a technology on the

provision of ecosystem services (u), and the strength of technological feed-

back ( j), different regimes can result. Among them, the human population

can fill the entire planet while maximizing their well-being, but not exhaust

ecosystem services. However, this outcome requires positive or green technol-

ogies that increase the provision of ecosystem services with few negative

externalities or environmental costs, and that have a strong positive feedback

in generating new technologies of the same kind. If the feedback is small, then

the technological stock can collapse together with the human population.

Scenarios where technological innovations generate net negative impacts

may be associated with a limited technological stock as well as a limited

human population at equilibrium and the potential for collapse. The only

way to fill the planet with humans under this scenario of negative technol-

ogies is by reducing the technological stock to a minimum. Otherwise, the

only feasible equilibrium is associated with population collapse. Our model

points out that technological innovations per se may not help humans

to grow and dominate the planet. Instead, different possibilities unfold

for our future depending on their impact on the environment and on

further innovation.

This article is part of the themed issue ‘Process and pattern in inno-

vations from cells to societies’.
1. Introduction
The last 10 000 years in human history is unprecedented in terms of our success in

overcoming ecological limitations and attaining inordinate population numbers.

This is so to such an extent that we have become a geophysical force whose

footprint on the planet marks a new geologic era (i.e. the Anthropocene) [1,2].

However, the question of to what extent are the current demographic and

resource use trends sustainable is still unanswered. Mounting scientific evidence

suggests, on the one hand, that our large-scale transformation of the biosphere has
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exceeded, or is close to exceeding, the limits of sustainability,

which could have drastic consequences upon the dynamic

state of the biosphere [3–5], diminishing our natural capital

[6] and affecting our quality of life. On the other hand,

innovation capacity, or the capacity to generate ideas or inven-

tions that eventually diffuse within a human group, has been

identified as the main process driving human demographic

dynamics (e.g. [7,8]). This has led to the proposal that through

innovations and investment in technology, it will be possible to

solve potential constraints on population growth and resource

use, making the human enterprise sustainable [9–11]. These

later claims, however, rely on several assumptions such as no

limits to growth, and that innovations have positive or neutral

effects. These are at odds with available evidence pointing to

the negative environmental impacts of some innovations, such

as those that have abated the increasing resource demands of a

growing population but generated negative externalities such

as habitat loss and degradation, increased CO2 emissions and

pollution [4,12–18], and with the fact that our planet is finite

and so are the natural capital and the ecosystem services it

sustains. In this context, we focus on the alternative sustainabil-

ity futures open to humans and, in particular, under which

innovation scenarios can the human population continue to

grow through continuous innovation (table 1).

Different models have been developed to evaluate the sus-

tainability of current human population growth dynamics, but

none has explicitly determined whether innovations can sus-

tain the future (increasing) demands of the growing human

population on a finite planet. In this contribution, we develop

a simple biological model aimed at explicitly evaluating how

innovations expand natural population limits, determining

the sustainability of the subsequent dynamics of a population.

Starting from a general population growth model, we model

innovations, through ‘cumulative cultural evolution’ (CCE),

defined in our context as the transmission, modification and

persistence of socially learnt technologies and other sources

of cultural variation, which accumulate over many generations,

leading to the evolution of technologies that no single individ-

ual could invent [19,20]. This is a salient trait of our species and

a motor for innovations [21,22], through which humans have

been able to maintain the flow of ecosystem services (i.e. the

services provided by the biosphere and needed to sustain

human life and its activities, [23]), at an adequate level for its

continual exploitation. Continuous innovation is thus possible

through CCE [24,25], and in the context of our model, this pro-

cess increases the benefits that humans obtain from the

environment by enhancing the flow of ecosystem services.

These services not only sustain human numbers, but are also

responsible for our well-being [26–29]. Innovations are essen-

tial to increase the flow of services and overcome ecological

limits, but they can also bring about new social costs, ulti-

mately setting a limit upon human population size. We

summarize our views in the conceptual model presented in

figure 1 [30].

The framework presented in figure 1 is rooted in simple

biological reasoning; the persistence of humans, as any other

species, is possible by the services provided by the ecosystem

they inhabit, and whose flow affects their fitness. Human per-

sistence is driven by continuous trial and error at the individual

level, and by transmission through social learning and the

persistence of innovations at the social level, and manifested

in biological and technological evolution [31]. The flow of eco-

system services is sustained by the natural capital or stock of
natural assets (soil, water, minerals, air and living entities)

[27] and, for this reason, they are shown as embedded within

the natural capital space in figure 1. Different species, and

humans in particular, can display different adaptive strategies

to use available ecosystem services (depicted as geometric

shapes within the space of ecosystem services). These strategies

imply a particular interaction between demography (i.e. popu-

lation size), technology production through innovation and

ideology. This latter component provides the narrative that sus-

tains, and socially validates, the particular feedback between

demography and technology associated with a given strategy.

These adaptive strategies, or lifestyles, redirect through techno-

logical innovations different proportions of the flow of

ecosystem services to their own maintenance and growth,

which are expressed by the size of the geometric shape in the

space of ecosystem services in figure 1. Using this conceptual

model, we analyse the sustainability of our modern lifestyle

and ask under what circumstances the maximization of our

standards of well-being, propelled through increasing popu-

lation size and increasing innovation (e.g. [10]), is feasible

without compromising our survival and the environment.
2. General model
As a point of departure, we use the model proposed by Keymer

et al. [32] (see equations (2.1)–(2.4)) below) to understand the

dynamics of bacterial diversity and modify it according to

the framework introduced in figure 1. These authors assume

that any species is confined to a finite habitat, which in the

case of humans is planet Earth. The finiteness of habitable habi-

tat sets a limit to how much biomass can be packed inside it. We

define f as the proportion of human biomass in relation to the

maximum that can be sustained on the planet. The dynamics of

this human biomass can then be expressed as:

df

dt
¼ rðvÞfð1� fÞ: ð2:1Þ

The logistic term on the right-hand side of equation (2.1)

represents the spatial density dependence induced by the

finiteness of the habitat. We make the per capita population

growth rate (r) a function of ‘habitat quality’ (v), which is a

measure of the state of all ecosystem services required by

humans and whose value is a function of the flow of those ser-

vices [28]. Habitat quality affects r by modifying the fecundity

and mortality of the population inhabiting it; therefore, we

decompose r into its per capita birth (b) and death (d) rate com-

ponents. Let us assume that there is a fixed level of mortality

(d0), which is biologically determined and would occur even

in an optimal environment. Now assume that in addition,

there is a mortality (d) that depends on the quality of the habi-

tat as d(1 2 v), and thus tends to 0 when the quality of the

habitat tends to 1. This implies

rðvÞ ¼ bv� dð1� vÞ � d0,

which is equivalent to

rðvÞ ¼ ðbþ dÞv� ðdþ d0Þ:

Making (b þ d ) ¼ f and (d þ d0) ¼ m, we arrive at

rðvÞ ¼ fv�m, ð2:2Þ

where f is the maximal fecundity rate that the species

can achieve under ideal conditions, which is weighted by the

habitat quality (v). Mortality m, on the other hand, includes

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Variables and parameters included in the model. CCE, cumulative cultural evolution.

parameter/variable symbol definition dimensions

human biomass f human biomass expressed as a proportion of the maximum that can be

held in a finite habitat ( planet Earth)

dimensionless

growth rate of human

biomass

r rate of growth in human biomass T21

habitat quality v state of all ecosystem services required by humans expressed as a

proportion of their maximum value for the habitat

dimensionless

habitat quality

replenishment rate

l rate of supply of all ecosystem services that define the habitat quality T21

habitat quality basal

maintenance

requirements

B basal maintenance requirements for human biomass expressed as a

proportion of the maximum amount of ecosystem services available

in the habitat

dimensionless

habitat quality social

maintenance

requirements

Bs social maintenance costs or the extra ecosystem services requirements

that arise as a consequence of living in a group of individuals

innovating through CCE, expressed as a proportion of the maximum

amount of ecosystem services available in the habitat

dimensionless

habitat quality reproduction

requirements

E proportional efficiency with which humans convert ecosystem services

into human biomass

dimensionless

technological stock m number of technological items or technologies, defined as any cultural

device, tangible or not, that is the product of innovation driven by

CCE and aimed at increasing the proportional supply of ecosystem

services

number of technological

items (n)

rate of technological

innovation

r per capita innovation rate n � n21 � T21

rate of technology loss l per capita loss rate or rate at which technological items become

obsolete. The reciprocal is the mean lifetime of a technology

n � n21 � T21

minimum technological

stock

1 minimum technological stock needed to ensure basic human well-being number of technological

items (n)

scaling parameter a parameter that determines the relationship between technological stock

(m) and supply of ecosystem services (l)

dimensionless

scaling parameter b parameter that determines the relationship between technological stock

(m) and social maintenance costs (Bs)

dimensionless

normalization parameter c1 normalization constant associated with the relationship between

technological stock (m) and supply of ecosystem services (l)

T�1 � n�a

normalization parameter c2 normalization constant associated with the relationship between

technological stock (m) and social maintenance costs (Bs)

T�1 � n�b

technological impact u ¼ a� b net impact that technology has upon habitat quality dimensionless

technological feedback z ¼ r� l net per capita impact that on average an extant technology has upon

the production of new technologies before it disappears

n � n21 � T21

technological feedback j ¼ 1� r

l
normalized technological feedback dimensionless
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both a biologically determined rate (assumed fixed) and a

habitat-dependent rate that varies according to habitat quality.

When habitat quality, v [f0, 1g, takes on the value of 1,

the flux of all ecosystem services is at the maximal capacity

for human use.

We model the habitat quality dynamics by considering

that quality increases as the supply of ecosystem services in

the habitat (l) increases. Habitat quality decreases owing to
the consumption of ecosystem services by the human popu-

lation and is a function of maintenance needs (B) and the

efficiency (E) with which an individual converts them, or

uses them, to support offspring. Thus, the expression for

habitat quality dynamics is as follows:

dv

dt
¼ lð1� vÞ � ðBfþ EfvfÞ: ð2:3Þ

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


ecosystem services

demography technology

ideology

ecosystem services

natural capital

Figure 1. Conceptual model for the relationship between natural capital, ecosystem services and humans. The natural capital sustains the provision of ecosystem
services. Different species, and humans in particular, can display different adaptive strategies to use available ecosystem services (depicted as geometric shapes
within the space of ecosystem services). These strategies imply a particular interaction between demography (i.e. population size), technology production through
innovation and ideology. These strategies redirect, through technological innovations, different proportions of the flow of ecosystem services to their own main-
tenance and growth, which is expressed by the size of the geometric shape in the space of ecosystem services.
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The first term on the right-hand side of equation (2.3) cor-

responds to the supply of ecosystem services affected by

human actions in the habitat. The second term is ecosystem

service consumption and/or use to fuel human population

maintenance and growth.

The system of coupled equations can then be written as:

df

dt
¼ ðfv�mÞfð1� fÞ

and
dv

dt
¼ lð1� vÞ � ðBþ EfvÞf:

9>>=
>>;

ð2:4Þ

This system has been studied by Keymer et al. [32] (see

also [33]), with three known possible long-term behaviours,

which in its current version correspond to: (1) the extinc-

tion equilibrium. Here, the human population goes extinct

(f* ¼ 0) and the habitat quality, or flow of ecosystem servi-

ces that sustain the human niche, stays at its maximal

state (v* ¼ 1). (2) The Habitat Limitation equilibrium. This

equilibrium is set by the balance between the consump-

tion and supply of ecosystem services within the habitat,

which reaches equilibrium at v* ¼ m/f, sustaining a popu-

lation whose equilibrium biomass is given by

f� ¼ lð1� v�Þ=Bþ Em. And, (3) the Space Limitation equili-

brium. Here, the equilibrium is reached when the species fills

the entire space with biomass f* ¼ 1, and habitat quality

stays as v� ¼ HðlÞ ¼ ðl� BÞ=ðlþ Ef Þ, which, in the human

case, improves as humans decrease their maintenance needs

(B) and increase the efficiency in converting ecosystem services

to support offspring (E). The stability of the previous fixed

points is provided in the electronic supplementary material.

With this model in hand, we evaluate how can it be used

to explain the modern increase in human population num-

bers and ask about the sustainability of the process. We

make the hypothesis that the human capacity for ‘CCE’

allows continuous improvement, through innovation, in the

availability and flow of ecosystem services and therefore

the maintenance of high habitat quality which ultimately

allows higher population numbers to be reached (e.g. [34]).
3. Including innovation into the model
The ecosystem services replenishment rate (l) is a key par-

ameter in our general model, as it determines the final

biomass that humans can attain under Habitat Limitation

and, if great enough (i.e. l . l*), the final state of all ecosystem

services or habitat quality that will support human biomass

at planetary saturation (see the electronic supplementary

material). Along these lines, it would always pay to invest in

innovations that increase the replenishment rate of ecosystem

services (higher l). However, innovations necessarily entail

costs [13,14,35,36], which need to be incorporated in the gen-

eral model. The next sections discuss these processes and

how they should be incorporated in the general model.
4. Cumulative cultural evolution as process in
technological development

One definitive characteristic of humans is their enhanced

capacity for cultural dynamics (e.g. [37]). Culture is defined

as ‘information [. . .] acquired from other conspecifics by teach-

ing or imitation’ [38], and although what corresponds to

culture is present in a number of species, humans are unique

in their capacity to acquire and retain new cultural traits over

generations and devise technologies that no single individual

could invent [19,22,39]. This capacity of CCE allows continu-

ous change or innovation of cultural features, generating

extremely complex traits through time [21,22,40].

In our model, we are particularly interested in those cul-

tural innovations that allow improvement of the flow of

ecosystem services, which we will address as ‘Technology’

(m). Defining technology is not an easy task, and it can be

considered to encompass anything that is required to pro-

duce an ‘object of material culture’ that ‘fulfils a human

purpose’ [41]. In the context of the current model, and for

the sake of simplicity, we will consider technology as any cul-

tural device, tangible or not, that is the product of innovation

driven by CCE and whose direct effect is to increase the

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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supply of one or more ecosystem services. This includes the

knowledge base as well as the institutions that influence the

effectiveness with which this knowledge is used [11].

A vast amount of literature analyses the processes behind

technological/cultural innovation (e.g. [20,21,25,30,41–44])

and, although no complete consensus or an articulated

theory exists [41], some principles of this process are well estab-

lished. When modelling technological innovations, it is clear

that: (i) a positive feedback exists with population size (e.g.

[24,25,45–49]), because not only does having more individuals

increase the chances that someone will come up with an inven-

tion, but also population size increases the rate of human

interaction and social learning, and thus per capita invention

probability and the production of complex innovations

[24,25,30,31,42,44,46,50]. This is further augmented by the pro-

gressive trend in urban aggregation exhibited by our species

[51]. (ii) There is a positive feedback with technological accumu-

lation, because extant technologies can, through recombination,

result in new technologies [21,31,41,52,53]. And (iii) CCE is the

main mechanism for technological innovation, through the

transmission, modification and persistence of socially learnt

technologies. We suggest that at least some, if not all these

processes, must be present when modelling innovations.

Considering the above, it becomes clear that the rate of

ecosystem service provision should be a function of the tech-

nological stock aimed at improving its flow. This implies that

l in equation (2.4) should be l(m). Furthermore, based on the

study of Enquist et al. [21], we can model the dynamics of

technological stock as follows:

dm

dt
¼ frðmÞ � lðm� 1Þ ¼ frm� lðm� 1Þ: ð4:1Þ

Here, the first term on the right side of equation (4.1)

addresses invention mechanisms that produce new techno-

logical innovations through CCE, which depends on f, and

the impact of a per capita innovation rate r, which is modelled

as a self-reinforcement process that is a function of the already

accumulated technological stock m. The second part of the

right-hand side includes a rate of technology loss (l ) due to

chance events and/or technology deterioration over time.

Finally, there is a minimum or basic technological toolkit (1)

associated with some basic knowledge and abilities (e.g. ability

to find and gather water or food, to communicate, measure and

calculate) that identify either a state characterizing early human

societies or some other minimum technological toolkit to

which humans have access.
5. Costs underlying technologically complex
societies

The costs of technological innovation are associated with the

conditions that foster their emergence such as large population

size, usually in dense urban centres with augmented risks of

epidemic outbreaks, increased waste production, pollution

and violence, among others [54–56]. Urban centres are also

loci for increased demand for ecosystem services [34] that

result in environmental problems that can reach global extent

(e.g. Global Change, [57]). While these costs could be abated

through the creation and maintenance of social and physical

infrastructure [44], it is unlikely that they will disappear, as

the maintenance of such infrastructure necessarily increases

the demands of individuals living in those settlements, as
suggested by empirical data [13,14,34,36,58,59]. This, in our

framework, translates into greater impacts upon the service

provided by ecosystems.

To introduce this cost into the general model, we assume

that the per capita maintenance requirements of human biomass

are an increasing function of the accumulated technological

stock. The logic behind this is that maintenance needs (B)

increase owing to the added social costs of technological devel-

opment Bs(m), defined as the additional resources required by

individuals to engage in fruitful teaching/learning dynamics,

and thus innovation, in a given cultural group; hence

B ¼ BðmÞ ¼ Bþ BsðmÞ. Furthermore, because BsðmÞ � B (e.g.

social costs are significantly greater than maintenance needs,

see [34]), then BðmÞ � BsðmÞ, so we ignore the term Efv
shown in equation (2.4).

Finally, we need to specify suitable functions for l(m) and

B(m). Since technological development, innovation activity,

inventions and ideas scale with population size (e.g. [8]), we

assume that the increase in the technologically driven provision

of supporting ecosystem services, and associated costs, scales

with the amount of technological stock m. Empirical evidence

indicates that this may be a reasonable assumption. Figure 2

shows that the provision and the costs of primary energy

increase with two proxies of innovation and technological

development. Thus, we define both functions as simple scaling

relationships of the form lðmÞ ¼ c1m
a and BsðmÞ ¼ c2m

b,

respectively, with normalization constants c1 and c2. After

these considerations, we can now define the complete model,

which links human biomass to habitat quality (i.e. the state of

ecosystem services in the habitat) and then to technologi-

cal innovations that increase the provision of the ecosystem

services. The final, complete model is:

df

dt
¼ ðfv�mÞfð1� fÞ,

dv

dt
¼ c1m

að1� vÞ � ðc2m
b þ EfvÞf

and
dm

dt
¼ rmf� lðm� 1Þ:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

ð5:1Þ

As with the previous model in equation (2.4), this model

also has the analogous three equilibria (Extinction, Habitat

Limitation and Space Limitation, see the electronic supple-

mentary material), but their values and stability analyses are

now functions of ‘technological impact’ ðu ¼ a� bÞ and the

strength of the ‘technological feedback’ ðz ¼ r� lÞ (see the elec-

tronic supplementary material). Technological impact (u)

measures the net impact of technology upon the provision of

ecosystem services, balancing the positive effect of technology

on the increased supply of ecosystem services within the habi-

tat (a) against the negative effect of technology due to an

increased individual consumption (b) and/or ecosystem

degradation. Positive technological impacts include ‘positive

or green technologies’ (a . b and therefore u . 0), meaning

that their effect on increasing the supply of ecosystem services

is larger than the increase in individual consumption (the social

cost of innovation as measured by Bs) or ecosystem degra-

dation that they may accrue. On the other hand, negative

values relate to ‘negative technologies’ (a , b and therefore

u , 0), meaning that their adoption leads to an increase in indi-

vidual consumption and indirect deterioration of ecosystem

services in relation to their provision. Finally, ‘no-net-loss tech-

nologies’ have a net null impact on ecosystem services, because

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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any technological increase in their flow is compensated by

negative indirect effects or proportional costs in individual

consumption (a ¼ b and therefore u ¼ 0).

To exemplify our approach, consider technologies affect-

ing the provision of freshwater ecosystems that provide a

key service for humanity, and currently seriously affected

by human population size and climate change (e.g. [62]).

Relevant examples of green technologies include those that

increase the efficiency of water reclamation (i.e. reuse of

waste water) or exploit alternative water sources (i.e. fog),

and are powered by energy from a grid based on photovol-

taics and wind. An example of a negative technology is

desalination plants powered by an energy grid heavily

based on coal (see [63]), which fulfil the direct objective of

providing water, but indirectly increase climate change

impacts and thus negatively affect other ecosystem services

(i.e. climate and wildfire regulation, and crop production,

[64]). Increased climate change may also increase air tempera-

tures, leading to a lower supply of water and an associated

increase in water demand for agriculture (e.g. [65]).

The strength of the ‘technological feedback’ (z) measures

the impact that a technology has on the production of new tech-

nologies before the former disappears or becomes outdated

(see also [66]). As discussed previously, one technology can

enhance further technological development through recombi-

nation, giving rise to positive feedbacks where technologies

not only replace themselves through improvements in effi-

ciency or design, but can also make possible the generation

of new technologies during their lifetime (r . l and therefore

z . 0). Continual technological development can only be

achieved under this regime; otherwise, the technological

stock will be reduced in size or slowly growing. On the other

hand, neutral feedback refers to technologies that at the

most only replace themselves, not leading to new innovations

(r ¼ l and therefore z ¼ 0). Negative feedback (r , l and there-

fore z , 0) characterizes technology that does not importantly

impact innovation dynamics. This regime could represent

decreasing returns in innovation dynamics, implying the
existence of limits to innovation, because the problems, and

the technologies to solve them, become more complex and

costly [61,67], or it could result when cutting edge technologies

are so different from previous ones that the former’s assimila-

tion into existing technologies is difficult, generating an effect

whereby their widespread adoption is challenging, and they

may persist without diffusing for a long time [68].

For the complete model (equation (5.1)), once again,

whenever mortality is greater than fecundity (m . f ),

the Extinction Equilibrium is the only stable scenario

ðf� ¼ 0,v� ¼ 1, m� ¼ 1Þ, irrespective of other parameters. If

this is not the case (and m , f ), then either the Habitat or

the Space Limitation scenarios can occur.

Figure 3 shows a phase-space diagram of technological

impact (u, where positive values identify green technologies)

and technological feedback expressed as j ¼ 1� r=l (such

that negative values imply a positive feedback), illustrating

some of the possible dynamics of the model with habitat

quality at equilibrium (i.e. v*). The scenario where human

biomass ‘fills up the world’ (f* ¼ 1) or Space Limitation equi-

librium (areas labelled as SL0, SL1 and SL2 in figure 3) can

only be sustained under (i) technologies with positive

impact on ecosystem services (i.e. u . 0, as in SL0 and SL1,

see figures 3 and 4) or (ii) technologies that have a negative

impact on ecosystem services (i.e. u , 0), but at the cost of

a reduced technological stock and a slow rate of technological

accumulation (because the feedback is negative, as in SL2 in

figures 3 and 4; see also electronic supplementary material).

In scenario SL1 and SL2, habitat quality can be comparable

(figure 4) and is a function of technological stock at equili-

brium (see the electronic supplementary material), such that

they satisfy m� ¼ l1=ðl� rÞ and v� ¼ 1� c2=c1ðl� r=l1Þu. The

SL0 case is different because the existence of a positive techno-

logical feedback (i.e. j , 0) makes the technological stock

increase without bounds (i.e. it tends to infinity), which com-

bined with a positive technological impact (u . 0) results in

v*! 1 (figure 4 and Infinite technology analysis in the elec-

tronic supplementary material). As shown in the electronic
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supplementary material, for u . 0, the SL1 equilibrium is

stable if

l1
l� r

¼ m� . eð1=uÞlogðf =c0ðf�mÞÞ: ð5:2Þ

Otherwise, the system moves to the Habitat Limitation equili-

brium (HL1). Similarly, for u , 0, the stability condition for

SL2 is

l1
l� r

¼ m� , eð1=�uÞlogðc0ðf�mÞ=fÞ, ð5:3Þ

Otherwise, the equilibrium shifts from the SL2 to the HL2

equilibrium (figure 3).

The Habitat Limitation scenario imposes a fixed habitat

quality at v� ¼ m=f , while equilibria for human biomass

and technological stock cannot be explicitly listed because

in this case one needs to know m* to find f* and vice versa

(see the electronic supplementary material). Three important

remarks for these equilibria arise: (i) technological stock is

bounded within 1 , m� , 1l=ðl� rÞ; (ii) human biomass is

bounded within 0 , f� ¼ l=rð1� 1=m�Þ , 1 and is prone

to collapse to very low numbers as in HL0 and whenever

the technological stock m* , 1 in HL1 (figures 3 and 5). For

HL1 and m* . 1, it holds that ma . mb and the benefits of

technology are greater than the costs generated; however,

when m* , 1, ma , mb making the costs of technology

higher than the benefits, and the population collapses

(figure 5).

Finally, our model shows that whenever r . l, infinite

technological stocks could be developed. A simplified analy-

sis for this scenario shows that such an outcome can only be

sustained under positive technological impacts (u . 0) (see

figures 3 and 4 and electronic supplementary material,

figure S1).
6. Discussion
In theory, our model shows that the human population can

fill the entire planet, while maximizing well-being and with-

out exhausting ecosystem services, that is, in a sustainable

way. However, this outcome necessarily requires a planet

dominated by positive technologies that generate benefits

surpassing their costs, and has positive feedbacks in terms

of generating new technologies (figure 3). This is essentially

the same as the technologically optimistic scenario dubbed

‘Star Trek’ by Robert Constanza [69]. However, we have

shown that this scenario may not be robust should technol-

ogies suddenly become negative for the environment (see

electronic supplementary material, figure S3).

Our model connects human population size with the

demand and provision of ecosystem services and technologi-

cal innovation. These connections, as well as the explicit

inclusion of the environmental costs of innovation, are novel

in the context of a model of human population growth, but

have already been pointed out, at least conceptually, in the

IPAT (environmental Impact ¼ Population � Affluence �
Technology) model developed by Ehrlich & Holdren [70],

and included in the Limits to Growth project model [54]. In

this context, our models provide theoretical evidence and

mathematical arguments for the existence of alternative scen-

arios of sustainability, suggesting that collapse is a real

possibility. Although our aim is to provide a model that

improves understanding of how the factors outlined above

interact in affecting sustainability, we think it is important to

refine the model and estimate parameters in order to contrast

it against real-world examples.

Importantly, our model may apply to both renewable and

non-renewable ecosystem services. Humans have the

capacity to affect the replenishment rate l(m) of both types

of service through innovations that influence the efficiency

of existing technologies, such as generating more efficient

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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fishing gear to exploit fish populations, or by generating new

ones that help us to use alternative ecosystem services such as

artificially fixed nitrogen instead of natural nitrate deposits or

guano. In an extremely deteriorated environment (i.e. v* is

very low), most of the remaining quality of the habitat for

sustaining humans would reside in the potential to increase

the provision of ecosystem services through innovation and
technologies. Experiments such as Biosphere 2 have shown

that this is a complicated task [71]. Furthermore, because

in the Habitat Limitation scenario, habitat quality is deter-

mined by the relationship between fecundity and mortality,

v* ¼ m/f, a limit to growth [54,70] should be part of a strat-

egy to improve the provision of ecosystem services and

thus the quality of life.
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Our analysis begs the question of the extent to which our

modern society can keep growing, not only without impacting

the provision of ecosystem services, but also in improving

them (i.e. positive sustainability). Available empirical data on

modern human societies (e.g. [2,13,14,34,36,58,59]) indicate

that we may well be in the dynamics associated with the

equilibrium HL2 in figure 3. This is a situation that will be diffi-

cult to improve, resulting in a shift to the SL1 equilibrium,

considering the accumulated cost already incurred, or the tech-

nological debt [3,12,17,72]. Thus, unless we drastically change

our innovation ecosystem to one where new positive technol-

ogies become dominant, and the minimum technological stock

that humans have access to (1) increases (which would make

the SL1 equilibrium more stable; see equation (5.2)), we could

transit to a world saturated with people and a reduced techno-

logical stock (SL2, figures 3 and 4), or a world with very few

people and moderate technology (HL0, figures 3 and 5). It is

worth emphasizing that the only way of achieving saturation

under technologies that generate a net negative impact upon

ecosystem services (the SL2 equilibrium) is by sacrificing its

stock, the rate of technological innovation (i.e. r , l, figure 3),

and by decreasing the minimum technological stock to which

humans have access (1), so that the SL2 equilibrium is stable

(see equation (5.3)), which we may equate with a decrease in

the standard of living in modern societies. This scenario is

similar to the ‘Mad Max’ scenario proposed by Constanza [69].

It is possible, however, that humans are on a course of imminent

collapse in living standards and population size [73], suggest-

ing that we may be in a transition to an SL2 or HL2 type of

equilibrium, which implies a reduction in technological stock,

and a decrease in habitat quality and population size.

One of the limitations of our approach lies in the mean

field assumption whereby every human experiences the

same average situation. The alternative is that some pro-

portion of the saturating human biomass may experience

different scenarios in figure 3, such that some may be living

in a saturated world with a large technological stock while

others live in an impoverished one. For the sake of simplicity

and tractability, our model does not explore the impact of

unequal access to technology or ecosystem services. Instead,

we assumed that all human inhabitants equally share eco-

system services; however, inequalities in well-being and

therefore ecosystem service access and demand exist among

and within nations [74,75] and will likely increase [76]. Introdu-

cing these inequalities in the model may be important for

determining whether technological stock is sufficient for

coping with proposed well-being standards, or if ecosystem

services are actually being sequestered mostly by one class of

human beings to the detriment of the rest [12,77,78]. Some esti-

mations show that sustaining a global population enjoying

living standards similar to those of developed countries is

not feasible, given the negative impacts of current technology

on the supply of ecosystem services (e.g. [12–14,58]).

However, inequality is not sustainable either, as it leads to

social instabilities and conflicts. Further research of this topic

in the context of the present model is required to illuminate

the role of inequality in affecting the sustainability of human

socio-ecological systems.

We assume that technological impacts remain constant in

time, as if humans could continually maintain the ratio between

technological benefits versus costs, but this is not necessarily so.

This assumption comes from the implicit consideration of tech-

nological ‘instant adjustment’ to eventualities [79], constantly
maintaining their benefits and costs. However, if we allow

lags to occur between events (between the identification of a

problem and its solution) as proposed by some technological

theories (i.e. [80,81]), oscillations and therefore population

crashes could occur ([82], see electronic supplementary

material, figure S3). Also, given the context-dependent

nature of ecosystem services [28], similar technologies can

have different effects upon ecosystem services, depending on

(among other things) the location where it is used. For instance,

Polynesian cultures are known for their great navigation tech-

nology, conquering many Pacific islands [83,84]; however, the

occupation of subtropical Easter Island implied a cooler,

poorer and less diverse ecosystem for their standards [83].

And the same technologies that were sustainable in warmer

climates led to the complete exploitation of the native forest,

which had slower renewal times than the species they were

accustomed to, leading to social collapse [83,85]. Similarly,

technological innovations can directly affect fecundity and

mortality through pollution for example, and tip the balance

among the equilibria we found in our model (see equations (5.2)

and (5.3)). It is worth noting that r/l is similar to the R0 of epi-

demiological models, as it measures the amount of secondary

technologies that a single technology influences during

its lifetime.

Finally, we should acknowledge that ours is a closed

system approach, where the environment is represented as

natural capital that sustains the fluxes of services to humanity.

However, under other types of environmental fluctuation,

habitat quality may go through a threshold or abrupt transition

in state with dramatic consequences upon human populations.

Thus, the negative impacts of innovations can be amplified

through positive feedbacks with other drivers such as climate

fluctuations, societal instabilities, diseases and resource overex-

ploitation, leading to population fluctuations and eventual

collapse (e.g. [30,84–89]). Our simple model indicates that

technological innovations are not the panacea that will help

us to grow and dominate the planet by solving any problem

that we may encounter. Far from that, different possibilities

may unfold depending on their impact on the environment

and on further innovation. In particular, we show the

number of people that the planet can support will depend on

the kind of technology, the living standard deemed acceptable

and the impact of technologies on themselves and on the

provision of ecosystem services [90]. Particularly worrisome,

however, is the fact that over a large portion of parameter

space, the collapse of the human population is likely; also

likely is that our future is a world saturated with people on a

planet where the provision of ecosystem services is low and

the quality of life poor.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Weinberger et. al. Innovations and the growth of human population

Part I: Mathematical Analysis of the Basic Model

In the main text we introduce the basic model (Eqs. 1 and 3 in the main text) that accounts for the dynamics
of human population biomass φ and habitat quality ω as:

(1)

{
φ′ =

(
f ω −m

)
φ(1− φ),

ω′ = λ(1− ω)− (B + Ef ω)φ,

Fixed points are found by solving the previous set of equations in the time-independent case. Possibles
outcomes are classical and characterized by

• Extinction φ∗ = 0 and ω∗ = 1. By performing a linear stability analysis, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix are given by f −m and −λ. The stability of the extinction scenario holds true only when f < m
meaning than fecundity is smaller than mortality.

• Habitat Limitation ω∗ = m/f . Only attainable when f > m, population size is then limited by the
habitat quality at large times. It holds that

φ∗ = G(λ) = min

{
1,
λ(1−m/f)

B + Em

}
.

• Space Limitation φ∗ = 1. The habitat quality is sufficient and human biomass “fills” its habitat. It
follows that

ω∗ = H(λ) :=
λ−B
λ+ Ef

,

and eigenvalues are −(λ+ Ef) and −(f H(λ)−m), therefore stability holds true only when

H(λ) > m/f.

Set λ∗ = (B + Em)/(1 − m/f), since H(·) is a strictly increasing function, then the following dichotomy
holds:

• For any value λ > λ∗ the Space Limitation equilibrium is stable

• For any value λ < λ∗ the Habitat Limitation equilibrium kicks in.

Part II: Extended model

The basic model now includes the impact of technological innovation upon the supply and potential deterio-
ration of ecosystem services, and keeps track of the technological stock µ. Under the simplifications explained
in the main text, the dynamics are given by

(2)


φ′ =

(
f ω −m

)
φ(1− φ),

ω′ = c1µ
α(1− ω)− c2µβφ,

µ′ = ρµφ− l(µ− ε)

Notice that for the sake of simplicity, the equation for ω does not include the term Efω that accounts for
the maintenance energy of a unit biomass since this is very small as compared to the extra metabolic energy

1



required for individuals in a social group engaged in social learning dynamics and CCE. The set of fixed points
associated to the extended model (2) is more complicated than in the basic model, and stability conditions
cannot be trivially listed. Linear stability of any fixed point (φ, ω, µ) is determined by the sign of the larger
eigenvalue of

J(φ, ω, µ) :=

(f ω −m)(1− 2φ) f φ(1− φ) 0
−c2µβ −c1µα αc1µ

α−1(1− ω)− βc2µβ−1φ
ρµ 0 ρφ− l

 .
The steady states are those points (φ, ω, µ) such that the left hand side of (2) becomes zero, i.e.

0 =
(
f ω −m

)
φ(1− φ),

0 = c1µ
α(1− ω)− c2µβφ,

0 = ρµφ− l(µ− ε),

and from the first equation we notice that the solutions are restrained to the three following cases

φ∗ = 0 [extinction], φ∗ = 1 [space limitation], ω∗ = m/f [habitat limitation].

Indeed, if (φ∗, ω∗, µ∗) is such that
(fω∗ −m)φ∗(1− φ∗) = 0,

then at least one of the factors must be exactly zero from where we obtain the only candidates to steady
states are under the form listed above.

Remark 1: In the following and unless otherwise specified, we assume that l > ρ. The case l < ρ will be
analyzed separately in the final part of these notes. Condition ρ < l means that technologies with great
impact on further technological innovation should have small lifetimes.

Extinction φ∗ = 0

The other two variables are given by the solution of the system{
0 = c1|µ∗|α(1− ω∗)
0 = −l(µ∗ − ε),

meaning that ω∗ = 1 and µ∗ = ε. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are (f −m), −c1εα and −l. Once
again, stability of the extinction scenario is given by the condition f < m.

Space Limitation φ = 1

The system that give us the variables ω∗ and µ∗ is{
0 = c1|µ∗|α(1− ω∗)− c2|µ∗|β ,
0 = ρµ∗ − l(µ∗ − ε)

and the solution is simply

µ∗ =
lε

l − ρ
, ω∗ = 1− c2|µ∗|β

c1|µ∗|α
= 1− c−1

0 |µ∗|−θ = 1− 1

c0

(
l − ρ
lε

)θ
,

with θ = α−β and c0 = c1/c2. Since µ∗ must be nonnegative, it is necessary that ρ < l. While this condition
ensures the existence of a fixed, positive µ∗ equilibrium point, it also forces a limit upon technological stock,
constraining the possibility for infinite and/or arbitrarily large values of µ, especially when ε or the minimum
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Figure S1: Space limitation scenario with θ = 0.5. Parameters: β = 0.9, ρ = 0.03, l = 0.05, f = 0.04,
m = 0.012 and ε = 1 (left panel) ε = 0.01 (right panel). Notice that in the right panel the stability condition
lε
l−ρ = µ∗ > exp

[
1
θ log

(
f

c0(f−m)

)]
(see below) does not hold and we are not longer in the Space Limitation

equilibrium but in the Habitat Limitation one and specifically in the regime HL1 in Figure 3 in the main
text.

technological toolkit is small (Figure S1). Indeed, as µ increases the dynamics for the technology variable
are such that

µ′ = ρµφ− l(µ− ε) ≤ (ρ− l)µ+ lε < 0

implying that µ cannot keep increasing.

Jacobian matrix becomes

J(1, ω∗, µ∗) :=

−(f ω∗ −m) 0 0
−c2|µ∗|β −c1|µ∗|α αc1|µ∗|α−1(1− ω∗)− βc2|µ∗|β−1

ρµ∗ 0 ρ− l

 ,
and the eigenvalues are

−(f ω∗ −m), −c1|µ∗|α < 0, ρ− l < 0 [see remark 1].

Since stable conditions require negative eigenvalues, and knowing that that both −c1|µ∗|α and ρ − l are
negative, this imply that the stability condition is given by:

1− c−1
0 |µ∗|−θ = ω∗ >

m

f
⇒ c0

(
1− m

f

)
> |µ∗|−θ,

meaning that the steady state of the habitat quality variable ω∗ is larger than m/f . This can be obtained in
the following subcases:

• Positive technological impact θ > 0 (Figure 1 and see also SL1 Figure 3 in the main text). To have the
stability condition, the steady value for the technology variable µ∗ must be such that

lε

l − ρ
= µ∗ > exp

[
1

θ
log

(
f

c0(f −m)

)]
,

getting a bound by below for µ∗. Considering the parameters given in Figure 1, this condition implies
that µ∗ > 1.36, which is satisfied for ε = 1 where µ∗ = 2.5 but not for ε = 0.01 since µ∗ = 0.025. The
equilibrium in this later case has shifted to the Habitat limitation one (HL1, see Figure 3 in the main
text and below).

• Negative technological impact θ < 0 (Figure 2, see SL2 in Figure 3). For convenience, let Θ = −θ > 0
such that the steady value for µ∗ writes

c0

(
1− m

f

)
> |µ∗|−θ = |µ∗|Θ ⇔ exp

[
1

Θ
log

(
c0(f −m)

f

)]
> µ∗ =

lε

l − ρ
,

3
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Figure S2: Space limitation scenario with θ = −0.5. Parameters: ρ = 0.03, l = 0.05, f = 0.04, m = 0.012
and ε = 1 (right) ε = 0.01 (left). Notice that in the right panel the stability condition lε

l−ρ = µ∗ <

exp
[

1
Θ log

(
c0(f−m)

f

)]
(see above) does not hold and we are not longer in the Space Limitation equilibrium

but in the Habitat Limitation one and specifically in the regime HL2 in Figure 3 in the main text.

getting now an upper bound for steady state µ. Everything else being equal, for large values of ε the
SL2 equilibrium becomes unstable and the dynamics transitions to the HL2 equilibrium (see Figure 3
in the main text and below).

• Zero technology impact θ = 0. We have 1 − m
f > c−1

0 = c2
c1
, in particular, c2 must be smaller than

c1(1−m/f).

Habitat Limitation

In this scenario habitat quality takes value ω∗ := m/f , thus restricting the maximal stable population size
φ∗ and the technology variable µ∗. According to the value of θ different sub-scenarios are possible. Solutions
to the steady values of φ and µ can not be trivially listed and we only present the following formulas

φ∗ = c0|µ∗|θ
(

1− m

f

)
, µ∗ =

lε

l − ρφ∗
.

It might seem that it suffices to know µ∗ to have φ∗, but at the same time we need to know φ∗ to characterise
µ∗, thus solutions are not explicit. However, from the second formula, we do have that the solution φ∗ is also
given by

φ∗ =
l

ρ

(
1− ε

µ∗

)
,

then all admisible values µ∗ are given by the solutions to the nonlinear equation

l

ρ

(
1− ε

µ∗

)
= c0|µ∗|θ

(
1− m

f

)
,

that can be seen as the points of intersection between the curves of the left and right side of the equation.

For x > 0, we can define the function

f1(x) :=
l

ρ

(
1− ε

x

)
,

which is strictly increasing from −∞ to l/ρ. On the other hand, the function

f2(x) := c0x
θ

(
1− m

f

)
is always positive and has different shapes depending on the value θ, in particular
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(θ > 0) in this case f2(µ) is a strictly increasing function that starts from 0 and diverges to infinity. The
existence of a fixed point is given by the particular values of the parameters.

(θ < 0) meaning that f2(µ) is a strictly decreasing function going from +∞ to 0. We conclude that for any set
of parameters there is only one φ∗ and only one µ∗ fixed point when ω∗ = m/f .

(θ = 0) then f2(µ) is constant and equal to c0(1 − m/f). We have solutions µ∗ and φ∗ to the steady state
system, when ω∗ = m/f if and only if c0 < l/ρ(1−m/f).

Nonetheless, in any of the previous subcases, we need to impose that 0 < φ∗ < 1 (otherwise we are in the
extinction or in the space limitation case) it follows that

0 < φ∗ =
l

ρ

(
1− ε

µ∗

)
< 1 ⇒ ε < µ∗ <

εl

l − ρ
,

implying that the steady state of µ∗ is bounded.

Infinite technology analysis

Conditions for obtaining infinite and/or arbitrarily large technologies (ρ > l and ρφ∗ > l) do not allow
reaching stable equilibria; however, if we make µ diverge to infinity, under convergence of φ and ω, long-term
dynamics can be analysed by reinterpreting the Basic Model. In this final subsection we explain roughly how
to proceed in this case.

Since the linear stability analysis is difficult to perform explicitly for a 3 dimensional ODE system (it involves
the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion), we only focus in a dimensional reduction of the model. To have a
notion of the stability of the system we assume first that µ is a parameter and then take the limit as µ goes
to infinity. The Extended Model is then reduced to

(3)

{
φ′ =

(
f ω −m

)
φ(1− φ),

ω′ = c1µ
α(1− ω)− c2µβφ,

which is nothing but the Basic Model with λ and B rewritten as functions on the variable µ. Again, two non
trivial steady states emerge:

Space Limitation

The steady state is φ∗ = 1 and
ω∗ = 1− c−1

0 µ−θ,

then taking µ→∞:

(θ > 0) habitat quality ω∗ goes to 1, and the carrying capacity φ∗ = 1 is stable.

(θ < 0) habitat quality ω∗ goes to 0 and φ∗ = 1 becomes unstable.

(θ = 0) once again carrying capacity φ∗ = 1 is stable if and only if 1− c−1
0 > m/f.

Habitat Limitation

We have now ω∗ = m/f and
φ∗ = min

{
1, c0µ

θ(1− ω∗)
}
.

Population can go to the carrying capacity if and only if θ > 0 or in words, technological costs are smaller
than the benefits they accrue in terms of energy and material flows of ecosystem services. However, as soon
as φ∗ = 1 we fall into the Space Limitation case previously studied.
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Figure S3: Simulations for the reduced two dimensional model with µ(t) = µ
θ(t)
0 . Parameters: θ0 = 0.1,

τ = 4000, ρ = 0.09, l = 0.05, f = 0.04, m = 0.012 and ε = 0.01.

Further explorations

In this final section we explore numerically the case when l < ρ, more precisely, we simulate the system of
the previous section for µ(t) = µ0 fixed and focus on the changes of φ and ω as µ0 takes large values. In
particular, we are concerned with the effects on the dynamics of sudden changes in the sign of θ and the
resilience to change of the solutions.

Consider a time horizon τ , that θ(t = 0) = θ0 is positive at time 0 and that it remains constant for t ∈ [0, τ).
At t = τ we change the sign of θ and let θ(t) be constant and equal to −θ0 for t ∈ [τ, 2τ). Iterating this
procedure adequately we will find that the solutions of the system behave as periodic functions whose shapes
are determined by the function

µ(t) =

{
µθ00 if t ∈ [2k, 2k + 1), some k ∈ N
µ−θ00 if t ∈ [2k − 1, 2k), some k ∈ N

This situation is depicted in Figure S3 where we have used the parameter values explained in the main text.
It is interesting to remark that for µ0 large, the population φ takes more time to be sensitive to the change
of θ and they remain close to the saturation point φ∗ = 1 for a larger time interval after the critical times
(2k − 1)τ , k ∈ N. Also, the recuperation of the population and convergence towards φ∗ = 1 after any time
2kτ , k ∈ N is faster. However, the opposite occurs for habitat quality, as technological stock increases,
oscillations in habitat quality becomes larger and remain destructed or extinguished for longer time lapses.
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